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- A leading R&D organisation in Nordic countries
- We provide expert services for our domestic and international customers and partners, both in private and public sectors

Net turnover and other operating income 272 M€ for VTT Group in 2015 (VTT Group’s turnover 185 M€ in 2015)

Personnel 2,470 (VTT Group 31.12.2015)

Unique research and testing infrastructure

Wide national and international cooperation network

TOP 2
VTT is second most active patenting organisation in Finland (2014)

36% of Finnish innovations include VTT expertise

We use 4 million hours of brainpower a year to develop new technological solutions
Our service portfolios by business areas

KNOWLEDGE INTENSIVE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

SOLUTIONS FOR NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Hyper-connected society
Industrial Internet and productivity
Personalised health solutions
Specialty manufacturing development

Heat, power and cooling
Industrial process efficiency
Light-weight bio-based products
Digital engineering and efficient products
Factory of the future
Lifetime productivity and safety

Sustainable textile materials
Healthy food and beverages
Sustainable packaging materials
Platform chemicals and aromatics
Materials solutions for circular economy
Liquid biofuels

Smart industry and energy systems

Future energy systems
Nuclear energy
Smart city
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TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS